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ABSTRACT 

This paper shows the role of the general dynamic model in empirical research of pro-

duction technology in agriculture. The model is a first order autoregressive multivariate 

specification, first developed by Anderson and Blundell. This model is general enough to 

nest several simpler dynamic as well as static models within it. Therefore, it provides a 

framework for applying classical testing procedures and identifying the appropriate 

specification in the empirical econometric model of production. The usefulness of the gen-

eral dynamic model is shown by estimating the production structure in the Iranian crop 

sector. The results indicate that the Iranian crop production is best characterized by a 

long-run static model derived from a non-homothetic translog specification which incor-

porates non-neutral technological change and allows for structural change after the Is-

lamic Revolution of 1979. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The importance of correct specification of 

econometric models and/or consequences of 

their misspecification are well discussed in 

the econometric literature. Misspecification 

may occur due to an incorrect specification 

of the functional form, and/or an incorrectly 

specified set of explanatory variables 

(Greene 1990; Kennedy 1990). Specification 

errors resulting from an incorrectly specified 

set of independent variables even in a cor-

rectly specified functional form can not be 

ruled out. Dynamic misspecification in the 

form of omitted lagged dependent and/or 

independent variables in a static model of 

agricultural production technology is an ex-

ample of the latter form of the specification 

error. 

Several studies of production technology 

show the effects of the choice of functional 

form in determining technology parameters 

and their economic implications (Baffes and 

Vasavada 1989; Berndt and Khaled 1979; 

Shumway and Lim 1993; Salami 1996). 

These studies use various testing procedures 

to discriminate among different competing 

forms and to avoid the first type of specifi-

cation error. The present study is in line with 

these studies by addressing the second type 

of model specification error. In particular, 

the study presents a modified version of the 

general dynamic model originally developed 

by Anderson and Blundell (1982) which can 

accommodate several simpler forms of dy-

namic models as well as a static model. Such 

a general model can be used to specify the 

correct set of explanatory variables and, 

hence, to prevent dynamic as well as struc-

tural specification errors. The applicability 

of the model is illustrated by analyzing the 
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crop production in Iran. 

Study Background 

In a static specification of production and 

dual cost/profit models, the implicit assump-

tion is that the observed production tech-

nologies operate at cost-minimizing/profit- 

maximizing input levels where all inputs are 

fully adjusted to their long-run equilibrium 

levels within one period, usually one year, 

so that the need for any dynamic adjustment 

process is ruled out. There is a debate in the 

literature on the appropriateness of this as-

sumption in modeling production structure 

and factor demand in agriculture, as it is 

thought that this assumption may introduce 

specification errors. The fact that certain 

factors in agricultural production are of 

quasi-fixed nature (they are fixed in the 

short-run and variable only in the long-run) 

makes adjustment for an instantaneous equi-

librium decision more expensive. As such 

the assumption of complete, instantaneous, 

and costless adjustment of inputs in response 

to changes in factor prices, technology, 

and/or demand shock within one production 

period is unrealistic (Brown and Christen-

sen, 1981; Kulatilaka, 1985; Berndt and 

Fuss, 1986; and Yee, Hauver, and Ball, 

1993). Further, the short-run input fixity 

may also make current output as a function 

of past levels of inputs and output in addi-

tion to the current levels of these variables, 

thus requiring the presence of lagged vari-

ables in the model (Hendry et al. 1984). In 

addition, past output may become an effec-

tive factor in determining the current output 

level because of the notion of a learning 

curve (Berndt 1991). 

Two basic approaches have been followed 

in the literature to relax the assumption of 

long-run static equilibrium and to consider 

dynamics into models to overcome this type 

of misspecification. The first approach is 

based on the assumption of a partial static 

equilibrium. In this case it is assumed that 

the production unit is in static equilibrium 

with respect to a subset of (variable) inputs 

given the observed level of the remaining 

subset of (quasi-fixed) inputs, and the levels 

of the latter subset are predetermined with 

respect to the variable inputs. Studies based 

on this approach utilize short-run cost/profit 

models (Brown and Christensen 1981; Antle 

and Aitah 1983; Moschini 1988; Fulginiti 

and Perrin 1990). The second approach rec-

ognizes the cost of adjustment for the quasi-

fixed factors explicitly and model this cost 

into the statistical models (Berndt et al. 

1981; LeBlanc and Hrubovcak 1986). 

The problem with the first procedure is 

that the choice of the quasi-fixed factors is 

not based on any statistical procedure. That 

is, whether some seemingly quasi-fixed in-

puts are really so and thus, their short-run 

observed quantities differ from the long-run 

optimum levels are not statistically tested. 

Therefore, model specification error is still 

expected. Furthermore, the intertemporal 

behavior of producers seen in the time path 

of the adjustment of quasi-fixed inputs from 

short-run to long-run is not explained by this 

procedure (Berndt et al. 1981; Squires, 

1987).  

The second approach also bears some 

limitations. The internal adjustment costs are 

the only assumed cause of disequilibrium in 

this approach and they are modeled with a 

smooth, convex function. Squires (1987) and 

Brown and Christensen (1981) argue that the 

departures from long-run static equilibrium 

may arise from factors other than internal 

costs of adjustment such as institutional ri-

gidities, regulatory restrictions on input mo-

bility, and credit rationing. If such condi-

tions prevail in the economy, dynamic mis-

specification of the model occurs. 

The present study shows that a general dy-

namic model, similar to that originally de-

veloped by Anderson and Blundell (1982) 

and used by Nakamura (1985) and Friesen 

(1992), can be used as an alternative ap-

proach for correct model specification by 

testing the need for the presence of dynamic 

behavior. A distinctive feature of this model 

is that it can accommodate any dynamic be-

havior without imposing inappropriate dy-

namics on the data. Rather, it allows data to 
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determine the form of dynamics. It is gen-

eral enough to provide a basis for testing the 

validity of the long-run static model, as well 

as a number of dynamic models such as a 

long-run static model with first order auto-

regressive error terms and a partial adjust-

ment model. Thus, it overcomes the forego-

ing model misspecification. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

The Structure of the General Dynamic 

Model 

Let the following stochastic
 
model repre-

sent a system of static input demands in the 

form of factor cost shares. 

ttt ZS εϕ +=  (1) 

where St is an nxl vector of factor cost 

shares, Zt is a mxl vector of independent 

variables with the first element a constant, ε t 
is a nxl vector of random errors with zero 

mean and a matrix of variance-covariance, 

Ω , of order n× n, and ϕ is a n× m matrix of 

constant coefficients. Further, let the as-

sumption of instantaneous adjustment in 

equation (1) be replaced by the assumption 

that the above static model holds asymptoti-

cally in the sense that as changes in Zt stabi-

lize over time, the expected values of ob-

served St stabilize to their optimal values 

produced by the static model (1). Under this 

assumption, a general dynamic model of the 

form stationary autoregressive multivariate 

order p (i.e., ARX(p,p)), can appropriately 

represent the data generation process of St 

over time (Nakamura 1985). Such a model 

corresponding to equation (1) takes the fol-

lowing specification: 

titi

P

i

iti

P

i

t SBZAS η++= −

=

−
=

ΣΣ
10

 (2) 

where i = 0 …,p is the order of lag structure 

for the dependent variable, St , and inde-

pendent variables, Zt , A and B are the matri-

ces of the constant parameters in the system, 

and tη is an independent identically distrib-

uted random disturbance vector. 

The model represented by (2) with order 

of p>l requires a large number of observa-

tions which may not be available in many 

situations. A tractable version of the above 

model for a relatively small sample size can 

be obtained by restricting the order of lag 

structure to one. That is,  

St=A0 Zt+A1Zt-1 + B1 St-1 + tη  (3) 

where St is a nxl vector of factor cost shares, 

Zt , Zt-1, and St-1 are nxl vectors of exogenous 

and predetermined variables, respectively. 

The subscript (t- 1) denotes a one period lag 

in the respective vectors. The error term, tη  

has the same definition as in equation (2). 

Different transformations of the general 

form presented by (2) and, hence, (3) result 

in various dynamic specifications. Hendry 

et al. (1984) listed nine different types of 

transformations. Furthermore, Wickens and 

Breusch (1988) highlight some types of 

these dynamic models which are more ap-

propriate when interest is mainly on the 

long-run properties of a model.
 
A transfor-

mation which can accommodate the above 

generation of dynamic behaviour, and which 

provides an appropriate framework for con-

ducting the “general to specific” nested test-

ing procedure for model specification is ob-

tained by subtracting the term St-1 from both 

sides of equation (3), subtracting and adding 

the term A0 Zt-1 to the right hand side of the 

resulting expression, and doing some ma-

nipulations. The resulting expression is: 

[ ] ttt

tt

ZAABIS

BIZAS

η++−−

−−∆=∆

−
−

− 110
1

11

10

)()(

)(
 (4) 

where ∆ St  represents a vector of first dif-

ferences of factor cost shares, ∆ Zt is a vec-

tor of first differences of regressors, exclud-

ing the constant term, Z t-1 is a vector of 

lagged values of all regressors, including the 

constant, I is a nxn identity matrix, and A0, 

A1, and B1 are appropriately dimensioned 

coefficient matrices. A version of model (4) 

which incorporates a time variable, T, for the 
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state of technology, and a dummy variable, 

D, to represent structural change into the 

long-run portion of the model can be written 

as: 

t

t

ttt

DBI

TBIZBI

SBZABIS

ηφ

θϕ

γ

+−

+−−+−

++∆+−=

−

−

)(

)1()()(

)(

1

111

1101

 (5) 

where ϕ denotes the coefficient of Zt-1 in-

side the bracket in (4) and represents the 

long-run effects3 of independent variables, 

excluding the time, dummy, and constant 

term.θ , ϕ  and y are vectors of nxl and de-

note, respectively, the coefficients of time 

and dummy variables, and constant term in 

the original matrix of long-run coefficients, 
ϕ . The long-run nature of ϕ  follows from 

the definition of short-run and long-run ef-

fects of variables in this specification, where 

the short-run effects are defined as the par-

tial derivatives of equation (3) with respect 

to Zt. The long-run equilibrium is defined as 

a situation where there are no further 

changes in the Zt and consequently in St. 

That is, Zt=Zt-1, and St =St-1. Incorporating 

these conditions into equation (3) and taking 

the derivative of the resultant equation with 

respect to Zt, gives: 

ϕ=−−=∂∂ − )()(/ 10
1

1 AABIZS tt  

which is the long-run effect shown in equa-

tion (5). 

The general model (5) nests several sim-

pler models. In one side, the static long run 

equilibrium model such as (1) can be tested, 

where the dynamic specification is ruled out. 

On the other side, the partial adjustment 

model and the long-run with autoregressive 

error terms model can be tested, where dy-

namics is incorporated in the model. 

The partial adjustment model (see, for ex-

ample, Hendry et al. 1984, and Wickens and 

Breusch 1988), one of the most widely used 

models in empirical work, can be obtained 

from the general dynamic model (5) by im-

posing a restriction, A0= (I-B1) ϕ , on the 

parameters of this model. That is, 

t

ttt

DBITBI

ZBISBBIS

ηφθ

ϕγ

+−+−

+−++−= −

)()(

)()(

11

1111
 (6) 

Further, the long-run static model in which 

the error terms, ε , are generated by the 

first order autoregressive process results 

when A0 =ϕ  in (5): 

t

tttt

DBITBI

SBZBZBIS

ηφθ

ϕϕγ

+−+−

++−+−= −−

)()(

)(

11

11111
 (7) 

Estimating such a model, instead of esti-

mating the static model and then correcting 

for the observed serial correlation, will avoid 

dynamic misspecification (Hendry and 

Mizon, 1978). Finally, the long-run static 

specification is generated if B1=0 and 

A0=ϕ in  (5): 

ttt DTZS ηφθϕγ ++++=  (8) 

Model (8) is the limit of the general dynamic 

model where the need for any type of dy-

namics is ruled out. 

Given the capability of the general dy-

namic model (5) to nest several widely used 

models in applied production technology 

studies, it can be considered as the most ap-

propriate specification which avoids dy-

namic misspecification error. Moreover, 

when the model is formulated explicitly to 

incorporate very general structural specifica-

tions such as nonhomotheticity and non-

neutrality of technical change, it avoids 

structural specification errors. This becomes 

clearer later in this paper when an empirical 

model based on the translog cost function is 

presented to study the production structure 

of the Iranian crop sector. 

Empirical Model and Estimation 

Procedure 

A system of share equations derived from 

a translog cost function, incorporating the 

technological and the structural change vari-

ables, takes the following specification: 
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 (9) 

The empirical model corresponding to the 

first order dynamic specification (5) is ob-

tained by replacing the general system of 

share equations (1) by the translog cost share 

system (9). That is, 

tt

t

tttt

DTBIDBIQBI

TBIPBI

SBQPABIS

ηψφπ

θϕ

αγ

+−+−+−

+−−+−

++∆+∆+−=

−

−

−

)()(ln)(

)1()(ln)(

lnln)(

1111

111

1101

(10) 

where ∆ lnPt and lnPt-1 are, respectively, 

vectors of first differences and one period-

lag prices of inputs. LnQt and lnQt-1 are, re-

spectively, the log of current and one period-

lag output, and a is the last column of matrix 

A0 related to the first difference of output 

variable, ln Qtπ  is the last column of the 

long-run matrix of coefficient, ϕ , associ-

ated with the lagged output variable, lnQt-1. 

The parameter ψ is an n× l vector of long-

run coefficients associated with the time and 

dummy interaction variable. The parameters 

θπψϕ ,., and φ  are the parameters of the 

share equation (10). 

Before estimating equation (10), some 

modifications are needed. In equation (10) 

the cost shares of all inputs in period (t-1) 

enter into the i-th share equation. First, since 

there is no a priori reason that such a rela-

tion should exist and to save some degrees 

of freedom, the effects of all lagged shares 

in the i-th share equation are eliminated. 

This makes the matrix B diagonal with all 

diagonal elements being equal, as the ele-

ments of the vector of lagged shares must 

sum to unity. Second, the system of share 

equations (10) is singular because of the 

above adding up constraint. To generate a 

non-singular system, one of the equations 

has to be deleted from the joint estimation. 

According to Anderson and Blundell (1982) 

the system (10) is invariant to the equation 

deleted. A typical equation from (10) which 

incorporates four variable inputs; labor (E), 

land (L), capital (K), and material (M), after 

dropping one of the equation (labor) and 

making the matrix of B diagonal, takes the 

following specification: 

tkkkkkk
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1

 (11) 

The Maximum Likelihood (ML) method 

of nonlinear estimation is used to estimate 

the system of dynamic share equations (11), 

as ML estimates are invariant to the dropped 

equation. 

Data 

The model described in the above section 

is applied to explain the production structure 

of the Iranian crop sector. The dependent 

variables in estimating the system of equa-

tion (10) are factor cost shares. The inde-

pendent variables are indices of input prices, 

an index of output quantity, a time trend 

proxy, and a binary variable, the dummy 

variable. 

The output variable is the value of the 

gross output of the Iranian crop sector in 

1974 constant prices. The wage rate index of 

unskilled labor in the Iranian construction 

sector is taken as a close approximation to 

the agricultural wage rate. The material price 

index is an implicit price index derived by 

dividing the current price expenditure on 

materials used in crop production by the 

constant price expenditure on material input. 

The materials include fertilizer, chemicals, 

irrigation water, seeds, packing materials, 

and fuel. The dual to the perpetual inventory 

method provides the theoretical framework 

for measuring the price of capital services 

(input). Using the perpetual inventory 
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method (Jorgenson 1974; Hall and 

Jorgenson 1967), the capital service price 

was calculated as the product of the acquisi-

tion price of capital assets and the sum of the 

current rate of return to capital and the aver-

age depreciation rate. The factor cost shares 

are calculated as the ratios of the individual 

input expenditure to the total cost of produc-

tion. Finally, the price of the land input is a 

residual derived by subtracting the cost of 

labor, capital and materials from total value 

of crop output and then dividing through by 

crop hectares. The total cost of production is 

the sum of expenditures on the capital, land, 

material, and labor inputs. The factor cost 

shares are calculated as the ratios of the re-

spective input expenditures to the total cost 

of production. The details of deriving data 

are in Salami (1996). 

Statistical Tests of Model Specification 

The general dynamic model (10) without 

symmetry and homogeneity restrictions on 
ϕ is considered as the maintained hypothe-

sis. Then, two types of tests are conducted to 

specify the most appropriate model repre-

senting the production process in the Iranian 

crop sector. The first set of tests is per-

formed to determine the most parsimonious 

specification consistent with the data. This is 

accomplished by imposing the set of restric-

tions provided in Table (1) on the parame-

ters of the general dynamic specification 

(10). The resultant models including the par-

tial adjustment, long-run static model with 

AR( 1) error scheme and the translog (TL) 

static model are all nested in (10). Therefore, 

the Likelihood ratio test can be applied to 

test the validity of each restriction. The par-

tial adjustment and the static model with 

AR(1) are non-nested hypotheses. Thus, if 

either of these two models is accepted, we 

proceed to test the more restrictive one. 

The second set of tests is performed to 

specify the structural specification of the 

production technology and to evaluate 

whether the specified model produces esti-

mates of the parameters of the translog cost 

function that are consistent with neoclassical 

production theory. In particular, the second 

series of tests are conducted to identify the 

homotheticity of the production technology, 

the neutrality of technical change, the pres-

ence of structural change, the symmetry of 

the ϕ  matrix of coefficients, and homogene-

ity in input prices. These tests are accom-

plished by imposing the restrictions pro-

vided in Table 2. These restrictions generate 

Table 1. Restrictions required to generate alternative dynamic structures from 

the general dynamic model. 

Models Restrictions 

Partial Adjustment 
.,,,,

)1(,)1(

ELMKji

baba iqiiiqijiiij

=

−=−= ϕϕ
 

Static Model with AR( 1) Error Terms iqiqijij aa ϕϕ == ,  

Static Model iqiqijijii aab ϕϕ === ,,0  

 

Table 2. Theoretical and structural restrictions. 

Model Restrictions 

Homogeneity Condition emlkiilimikie ,,,=−−−= ϕϕϕϕ  

Symmetry Condition jiij ϕϕ =  

No Structural Change 0,0 == ii ψφ  

Homothetic Structure 0=iqϕ  

Neutrality of Technical Change 0,0 == ii ϕθ  

Cobb-Douglas 0,0 == iqij aa  
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a series of nested models, thus the procedure 

of nested hypothesis testing can be applied. 

The two types of tests can not be per-

formed independently because the results of 

the tests of the second group may depend on 

the maintained dynamic specification and 

vice versa. For this reason and to ensure that 

the results of the tests are not a function of 

the ordering of the tests, the following strat-

egy is adopted. We start with the most gen-

eral dynamic form (10) and examine the 

relative appropriateness of alternative dy-

namic and static specifications when none of 

the structural and theoretical restrictions 

mentioned already are imposed. The most 

adequate model is selected based on likeli-

hood ratio tests. The symmetry and homo-

geneity restrictions, and the structural speci-

fications are, then, tested in the context of 

this specification. In a second round, a re-

verse action is taken. That is, the adequacy 

of the alternative models are tested when the 

symmetry and homogeneity are maintained 

and the restrictions on the technology are 

imposed in each step. 

RESULTS 

Results of the model specification when 

none of the theoretical and technological 

restrictions of Table 2 were imposed can be 

read from the likelihood ratio test statistics 

presented in Table 3. 

According to these statistics, the null hy-

potheses of the partial adjustment specifica-

tion as well as the static model with AR( 1) 

errors against the more general dynamic 

model can not be rejected. Moreover, the 

test of the simple long-run static model 

against the static model with AR(1) is in 

favor of the former specification. Therefore, 

the static long-run model is nominated as the 

most appropriate specification in the case of 

crop production in Iran. 

Results of the tests of the theoretical and 

technological restrictions within the long-

run model are reported in Table 4. The re-

sults show that the joint imposition of theo-

retical restrictions-linear homogeneity in 

input prices and the symmetry of cross price 

effects-on the parameters of the model can 

not be rejected. The likelihood ratio test re-

sults also indicate that the homotheticity of 

the production technology in the static 

model which satisfies the homogenous and 

symmetry restrictions can not be rejected 

(Row 2, Table 4). Furthermore, the test of 

structural change supports the presence of 

structural change after the Islamic Revolu-

tion of 1979. However, the null hypothesis 

of the neutrality of technological change 

with and without imposing homotheticity is 

rejected. Finally, the test of the Cobb-

Douglas specification against the translog 

specification is strongly rejected (Table 4). 

To insure that the results of the above tests 

were not a function of the ordering of the 

tests, a reverse action was taken in the sec-

ond round. That is, the adequacy of the al-

ternative models was tested when the theo-

retical and the technological restrictions 

were imposed each in the successive steps. 

The results of the likelihood ratio tests are 

reported in Tables 5 to 8. All results from 

likelihood ratio tests support the results ob-

tained from the first round of the testing 

procedure. Therefore, the final conclusion 

from the two rounds of the tests is that the 

long-run static model derived from a non-

Table 3. Tests of model specification in the absence of homogeneity and symmetry restrictions. 

Model 
Estimated 

Log-Likelihood 

No. of 

Parameters 

Estimated 

X2 

Critical 

X2
a=1% 

1-General Dynamic 221.00 37   

2-Partial Adjustment 206.47 22 29.06 (1 vs 2) 30.57 

3-Static with AR(1) 206.47 22 29.06 (1 vs 3) 30.57 

4-Static 206.38 21 1.04 (3 vs 4) 6.63 
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homothetic translog specification technology 

which incorporates non-neutral technologi-

cal change and allows for structural change 

is the most appropriate model to explain and 

represent the crop production process in 

Iran. Accordingly, this model is selected as 

the econometric model of the Iranian crop 

sector for further economic analysis. The 

above cross testing procedures will mini-

mize the specification errors and hence, will 

increase the reliability of results derived 

from such a model. 

Although our focus in this paper is on pre-

senting the general dynamic model and its 

usefulness in specifying the correct econo-

metric model in studying structure of agri-

culture, some of the results may need some 

explanation. The above sequential testing 

procedure supports the static specification as 

the most appropriate way of presenting the 

production behavior of crop production in 

Iran, and hence, rules out the need for a dy-

namic adjustment process in moving from 

one state of equilibrium to the next. This 

implies that the observed production tech-

nology operates at cost-minimization input 

levels where all inputs are fully adjusted to 

their long-run equilibrium levels within one 

production period. This may not be surpris-

ing for the following reasons. First, crop 

production in Iran is not a capital intensive 

process. The share of the capital input is 

11% which is very small relative to the 

shares of labor (37%) and land (36%). Agri-

cultural machinery and equipment constitute 

the largest components of the capital input 

and they can be rented or leased out in re-

sponse to likely changes in economic condi-

tions. This situation makes farmers flexible 

in adjusting the level of capital input, the 

most obvious quasifixed factor of produc-

tion. Second, the existence of excess de-

mand for agricultural products in Iran en-

sures a full utilization of any expansion in 

production capacity. Thus, farmers will try 

to increase production capacity over time, 

not just in response to a short-run change in 

economic environment. The latter most 

likely changes the combinations of the prod-

ucts which involves reallocation of the exist-

ing factors of production. This can not ap-

propriately be reflected in the aggregate data 

used in this study. In addition, this condition 

makes the last year level of output, to the 

extent which this reflects the stock of inven-

tory and affects the level of current year 

production, an insignificant factor in the dy-

namic model. Third, the technology of pro-

duction is not changing frequently in Iran. 

Thus, the marginal gain from learning by 

doing is negligible so that the accumulated 

past year level of output, to the extent that 

reflects accumulated experiences and re-

quires dynamic specification, may not be an 

important factor in the dynamic model. 

Fourth, in the current study the dynamics 

entered in the model are in the form of one 

year-lags in input prices and output level. 

This does not rule out the existence of dy-

namics in the form of longer lag-length. This 

Table 4. Tests of theoretical and structural specification in the general static translog cost model. 

Null-Hypotheses Maintained  

Hypothesis 

Log- 

Likelihoodb 

DF Estima- 

Ted X2 
Critical 

X2
 α =1% 

1-Symmetry &  Homogeneity 

 

2-Homotheticity 

3-Neutrality of technical change 

4-Neutrality of technical change 

5-No structural change 

6-Cobb-Douglas specification 

Unrestricted 

Static modela 

NH1c 

NH2 

NHl 

NHl 

NH5 

200.32 

 

197.38 

181.08 

94.04 

209.84 

138.43 

6 

 

3 

3 

3 

6 

9 

12.12 

 

5.88 

32.6 

12.56 

24.92 

142.82 

16.81 

 

11.34 

11.34 

11.34 

16.81 

21.66 

a Model 4 in Table 3.with log-likelihood value 206.38 and 21 parameters 

b Log-likelihoods of the null-hypotheses 

c  Null-Hypothesis 
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was not considered here due to the limited 

number of observations. 

DISCUSSION 

In this paper it has been attempted to show 

the usefulness of the general dynamic 

model, originally developed by Anderson 

and Blundell (1982), in applied agricultural 

economics research. A good feature of the 

model is that it places no a priori structure 

on the dynamics, rather it allows testing sev-

eral alternatives. The general dynamic 

model permits data to determine the most 

appropriate specification using classical test-

ing procedures. Thus, it overcomes the prob-

lems with short-run specifications as well as 

the likely dynamic misspecification problem 

associated with “cost of adjustment” dy-

namic models. Further, it enables one to test 

the validity of the long-run model which is a 

frequently used assumption in modeling 

production structure in agriculture. By start-

ing model estimation with the general dy-

namic model and doing the outlined testing 

procedure, one can be more confident in go-

ing on to estimate the parameters of produc-

Table 5.Tests of model specification in the presence of homogeneity and sym-

metry restrictions. 

Model 
Estimated 

Log-Likelihood 

No. of 

Parameters 

Estimated 

X2 

Critical 

x2
 α =1% 

1-General Dynamic 

2-Partial Adjustment 

3-Static with AR(1) 

4-Static 

211.32 

200.64 

200.53 

200.32 

31 

16 

16 

15 

 

21.36 

21.58 

0.42 

 

30.57 

30.57 

6.63 

 
Table 6.Tests of model specification in the presence of homotheticity of produc-

tion structure. 

Model Estimated 

Log-Likelihood 

No. of 

Parameters 

Estimated 

x2 

Critical 

X2
α=1% 

1-General Dynamic 

2-Partial Adjustment 

3-Static with AR(1) 

4-Static 

209.92 

198.16 

198.80 

197.38 

28 

13 

13 

12 

 

23.52 (1 vs 2) 

22.24 (1 vs 3) 

2.84 (3 vs 4) 

 

30.57 

30.57 

6.63 

 

Table 7. Tests of model specification in the presence of neutrality of technical 

change. 

Model 
Estimated 

Log-Likelihood 

No. of 

Parameters 

Estimated 

X2 
Critical 

X2
 α=1% 

1-General Dynamic 

2-Partial Adjustment 

3-Static with AR(1) 

4-Static 

203.59 

181.91 

187.34 

181.08 

25 

10 

10 

9 

 

43.36 (1 vs 2) 

32.50 (1 vs 3) 

12.52 (3 vs 4) 

 

30.57 

30.57 

6.63 

 

Table 8.Tests of model specification in the presence of structural change vari-

ables. 

Model 
Estimated  

Log-Likelihood 

No. of 

Parameters 

Estimated 

X2 

Critical 

X2
 α=1% 

1-General Dynamic 

2-Partial Adjustment 

3-Static with AR(1) 

4-Static 

221.47 

210.62 

211.27 

209.84 

34 

19 

19 

18 

 

21.70 (1 vs 2) 

20.40 (l vs 3) 

2.84  (3 vs 4) 

 

30.57 

30.57 

6.63 
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tion technology such as elasticities of substi-

tutions and input price elasticities. This, in 

turn, might be of significant importance for 

policy purposes, as the magnitudes of these 

parameters will result in different policy im-

plications. 
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